
Chapter 6

Tribonacci and Long Memory

There are various ways of constructing systems that jump in their dynam-
ics from one configuration to another. Systems that move from edge-of-
chaos into a sort of saturated stability as their complexity increases are
considered to be a basis for a new sort of thermodynamics where entropy
is not always increasing, but the complexity of both a biological system
and its connected potential environment are increasing together (Kauff-
man, 2000). This chapter uses a completely artificial model whose proper-
ties can at least heuristically provide illustrations of qualitative jumps in
dynamics, some of which are irreversible, unlike transitions through cusp
catastrophes, and identify some of the results of relaxing purely determin-
istic dynamics into partly stochastic constructions. Identifiability is again
a central theme of our explorations. As this is a complicated topic a short
preamble of the chapter follows.

Time series processes which can be derived from the Tribonacci series
by damping its explosive properties are examined. A modification of the
Tribonacci series formed by imposing a modular constraint on its expan-
sion, called Tribmodk, is used to illustrate the effects of small changes in its
parameters on a diversity of statistical properties variously used to char-
acterise a quasi-periodic trajectory, which may be suspected to be chaotic
or at the edge-of-chaos and almost certainly falls into the family of tran-
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sient nonlinear nonstationary series that arise in psychology. The entropic
analogue of the Schwarzian derivative, ESf, is again used, in first-order
and higher-order analyses, and the potential use of the Tribmodk series as
a source of time series in psychophysical serial extrapolation experiments
is noted. These series create conceptual problems in distinguishing in hu-
man sequential performance between identification, estimation and pre-
diction. Comparative analyses, falsely assuming that the process is purely
stochastic and stationary, are tabled to show that the process can be de-
scribed but not functionally mapped by excessively complicated classical
ARMA modelling. Mixing deterministic and stochastic components has
complicated consequences, not necessarily diminishing the stability of the
trajectories.

There are two main ways in which one might want to try and explore
the relation between an observed data string made up of human responses
and the nonlinear process that leads to its observable evolution through
some sequences of filtering: one is to create a process that is known fully
in its algebra to be nonlinear, use it as a stimulus generator, and see what
responses it evokes in sequence over time; the other is to start with prop-
erties of the observable response sequence and conjecture what nonlinear
dynamics might have produced it. The first is found in the few experimen-
tal studies that have used series extrapolation as a dynamic response task,
and the second is to start with simple series, such as point processes, and
use a known nonlinear attractor to produce the inter-stimulus response
interval statistics. Both can be found in the relevant literature; the second
(Han, Kim & Kook, 2002) is mathematically better understood but is psy-
chophysically useless because it relies too readily on the generation of long
series under stationarity.

In psychophysiological data there are various sorts of sequences: re-
sponse that vary in magnitude with the same time intervals between them;
series of time intervals with the same point processes (of unit magnitude)
that are recorded; and series that involve both at the same time variable in-
tervals between events and variable magnitude events. The third sort are,
in principle, the most interesting.

A fundamental difficulty lies in determining what is a close copy or
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an extension of the trajectory of a dynamical process. Given some series,
it is not impossible for the human observer, by a sort of dynamical ex-
trapolation, to create a few further terms which match it in the first two
moments; but it is not expected that the full autocorrelation spectra of the
process could be matched for something like an ARMA process. If the gen-
erator of the series is nearly chaotic, then the observable output may have
embedded in it local short epochs that are quite predictable, separated by
epochs that are indistinguishable from random evolution (Geake & Greg-
son, 1999). The random parts are predictable in their first two moments
and effectively stationary therein; the recurrent short arpeggio-like pat-
terns are identical copies of one another but their onsets are not predictable
by simple extrapolation. The use of the Lyapunov spectra to characterise
a chaotic sequence rests on the property that prediction is locally possible
but falls off exponentially with extrapolation into the future. Predictabil-
ity of mixed chaotic and stochastic processes may be viable if the resolu-
tion of prediction of individual terms is only with a predetermined limit
±ε. What is predictable mathematically in a simulation exercise is not the
same as prediction performance by human observers, but the first may be
used as a baseline measure of prediction efficiency.

If it is seriously contended that the process by which a human observer
creates series of responses without feedback is analogous to the tracing
out of an attractor trajectory on the invariant manifold, then the Poincaré
sections (plotted as re-entry maps) of the theory and data strings may be
generated and compared under stationarity. It does not necessarily follow
that the prior creation of a stimulus series can overwrite the internal dy-
namics of response generation once the stimulus series is discontinued.
There may be two different attractors involved.

Psychological models of perception and memory usually make provi-
sion for three boundary conditions, a short-term memory of limited capac-
ity feeding into long-term memory of almost unbounded capacity, and an
upper bound on the range of admissible sensory inputs. There are other
memory systems now experimentally identified (Baddeley & Logie, 1999),
but this distinction between transient working memory and the storage of
retrievable memories of various sorts is generally accepted. For a human
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observer to observe Un−1, Un−2 and Un−3 and then respond with Un re-
quires holding previous terms in memory. Three terms is probably within
the capacity of short-term working memory. Modelling of this may be
done in a diversity of mathematical ways, here one of the simplest forms
of such a process model is used to illustrate how time series with nonlin-
ear properties result from the imposition of the boundary conditions. The
subsequent analysis of the identifiable statistical properties of the series is
explored with a diversity of measures.

The Tribonacci Series

A recurrence relation, which is sometimes called the generator of the Tri-
bonacci series, by a humorous analogy with the much better known Fi-
bonacci series, is

Un = Un−1 + Un−2 + Un−3 [6.1]

where Un usually is taken to have only real positive integer values, and
has as its equation for deriving its roots as

x3 − x2 − x− 1 = 0 [6.2]

Unlike the Fibonacci series [6.2] has only one real root, which is

η = 1.83928675521416...

and is not transcendental.
Cundy (2000) notes that η can be given an explicit value, which is

η =
1
3
[1 + (19 + 3

√
33)1/3 + (19− 3

√
33)1/3] [6.3]

and he lists some curious and useful properties of η, such as

(η − 1)(η2 − 1) = (η + 2)(η − 1)2 = 2 [6.4]

or
η4 + 1 = 2η3, and thus η + 1/η3 = 2 [6.5]
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Here an attempt is made to examine some series derived from [6.1] which
do not explode and hence might be of interest as models of stable time
series with long internal memories but a limited capacity to expend energy
or to store outputs. As Cundy (2000) notes, [6.1] is a truncated case of the
general equation

xn = xn−1 + xn−2 + ....+ x+ 1 = (xn − 1)/(x− 1) [6.6]

which has a solution x = 2 − 1/xn, that obviously approaches 2 steadily
with increasing n. We may also comment that as a process [6] is not sta-
tionary in its order for the first (n− 1) terms.

It is apparent that n in [6.6] is an assumption about the short-term
memory of the system, and is taken to be a constant independent of U .
Let us call this the order of the memory and denote it by m, to leave n
for use as a general suffix. In real experimental memory data, the capacity
of the component memories is not observed to be constant, and m could
therefore be better treated like a variable. This does not affect the analyses
in Tables 6.1 and 6.2.

Let us rewrite [6.1] in two different ways and explore each separately.
First, dampen the cumulative nature of [6.1] by rescaling1 any term Un >
10 by mod10. So, if U1 = U2 = U3 = 1, to start the recurrence, then U4 = 3,
U5 = 5, U6 = 9, U7 = 17.0(mod10) = 1.70, U8 = 15.7(mod10) = 1.57,
U9 = 12.27(mod10) = 1.227, U10 = 4.497 and so on. Rewriting [6.1] we
now have

Un =
{
Un−1 + Un−2 + Un−3 if Un ≤ k
k−1Un if Un > k

[6.7]

where the role of k is to put an upper bound on responses to inputs, so
that the process does not explode. The need for such a bound has been
recognised since Herbart in 1812 (cited by Gregson, 1988).

1 This is not modk in the proper sense, if it were, then, for example, Un = 17(mod10) would
become Un = 7. If that definition of mod is used, then the series takes only integer values
and could be represented as a Markov chain over k states.
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The important point to grasp is that this series is quasi-periodic2. Run-
ning the first 200 iterations to three decimal places suggests that it is ap-
proximately period 19; as 19 is a prime number, this is a curious prop-
erty, not one associated with the more familiar bifurcation series or period
three recurrences in chaotic dynamics. It then raises the question, does it
look like a series at the edge of chaos? In general, the series [6.1] can be
rewritten mod(k), so to give it a name let us call it Tribmodk. The relation
between the modulus and the quasi-periodicity is unknown to me, but the
quasi-periodicity is not observed to be constant over long realisations of
the series. Then, the Tribonacci series is simply a case of m = 3. The rela-
tions [6.2], [6.3], [6.4] will hold for subseries, that is segments between the
operation of mod(k), but not across that operation of [6.7].

The other modification of [6.1] is to write, more simply,

Un = q−1[Un−1 + Un−2 + Un−3], 0 ≤ q ≤ 1 [6.8]

which if q ' 3 becomes an AR(3) series, and if q ≥ 3 it runs onto a point at-
tractor. This one we will call Tribarq. It is less interesting, so it is eschewed
here.

From runs 200 iterations long, with U1 = U2 = U3 = 1.0 it is possible
to estimate some statistical parameters of the Tribmodk process as a func-
tion of the modulus k. The estimates of the fractal dimensionality D and
the Hurst exponent H are from an algorithm of West, Hamilton and West
(2000) and their confidence limits are not known. MaxP is an estimate of
the dominant periodicity from inspection of the autocorrelation spectrum;
this is not necessarily constant over extrapolation. The largest Lyapunov
exponent Λ1 is from SANTIS. The entropic Schwarzian analogueESf is as
previously defined (Gregson, 2000), with partitioning constant .015. Slope
refers to mean∆1U .

The D and H values are not independent parameters, because they are
linked by the relation D+H = 2, and are included for illustration, but the

2 The use of modular algebra in maps with recurrent trajectories is not, of course, new. It
was used in Arnold’s cat map in various forms to induce mapping on a torus (see Schuster,
1984, p. 152 et seq.)
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Table 6.1
Estimates of some statistical properties of Tribmodk

Property mod 7 mod 10 mod 13 mod 19
Mean 2.6061 3.3798 4.3795 6.2192

s.d. 1.9040 2.8795 3.9187 6.0812
slope -.0002 +.0012 +.0037 +.0031
MaxP 40 19 9 41

D 1.8287 1.6925 1.6963 1.6562
H .1713 .3075 .3037 .3438
Λ1 +.1489 +.1305 +.0563 +.0519

ESf -1.9495 -2.4398 -.6758 +.4396
————————————————-

remaining parameters each describe different properties of the series. The
approach advocated here is to compute a diversity of measures to charac-
terise adequately the peculiarities of the dynamics, including any evidence
of nonstationarity. This necessitates the further exploration in Table 6.2.

Some of the estimates of properties in Table 6.1 are reminiscent of
chaotic dynamics, so sensitivity to initial conditions is an aspect of Trib-
modk that is worth examination. Perhaps the simplest way to investigate
the effects of varying initial conditions is to make a second-order change
in one of the original starting values, replacing U1 by 1.01. In Table 6.2,
this modified mod10 series is coded as S1. Alternatively, we may take any
three successive Un values from its evolving trajectory as a new starting
point; as the series is deterministic, this will replicate the gradual changes
in the local quasi-periodicity of the trajectory if these new subseries are
concatenated.

For example, the series S2 is created from the mod 10 column in Table
1 by putting

U1(S2) = U170 = 3.991 [6.9.1]
U2(S2) = U171 = 6.539 [6.9.2]
U3(S2) = U172 = 1.163 [6.9.3]
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Figure 6.1: Graphs of four Tribmodk series for contrast
Tribmodk with k= 7, 10, 13 and 19
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The values for S3 and S4 are similarly lagged, U1(S3) = U340, U1(S4) =
U510, each series is 200 iterations long, so that they overlap.

Table 6.2
Variations in properties of Tribmod10 with starting values

Property S1 S2 S3 S4

Mean 3.3874 3.3931 3.3946 3.3435
s.d. 2.8859 2.9068 2.8953 2.8139

slope +.0012 +.0015 -.0005 +.0005
MaxP 19 9 9 19

D 1.6925 1.7012 1.8287 1.6882
H .3075 .2988 .1713 .3118
Λ1 +.1276 +.1120 +.1433 -.0010

ESf -2.4398 -2.4128 -2.4128 -2.4181

Higher-Order Derived Series

Given any series xj , j = 1, ..., n, it is possible to create other series by
internal multiplication across lags. The simplest series is then

Xk := xjx(j−k), j = 1, ..., n, k fixed [6.10]

and the family of Xk with k a variable defines the bases of the autocorre-
lation spectrum of x.

If the multiplication is taken to a higher order, then

X(m,n) := xjx(j−m)x(j−n), ∀m,n m ≤ n [6.11]

andX(m,n) is sometimes, in frequency domain analyses, called a bispectral
series. IfX(m,n) is computed over a set ofm,n values, it gives us a triangu-
lar matrix of series, which, because the process [6.11] is symmetric in m,n,
can be treated as the off-diagonal cells of a square skew symmetric matrix,
M of size n× n.
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Each cell in the X(m,n) matrix may be replaced by a function of the
series. In this context, we may compute the ESf of each of the X(m,n), and
for convenience write

b(m,n) := ESf(X(m,n)) [6.12]

The triangular matrix computed here for each of the Tribmodk series is of
the form

b(1,2) b(1,3) b(1,4) b(1,5) b(1,6)
b(2,3) b(2,4) b(2,5) b(2,6)
b(3,4) b(3,5) b(3,6)
b(4,5) b(4,6)
b(5,6)

If this matrix is reflected to give the full square form, then its eigenvalues
are all real (Gregson, 2001), because all the elements b(m,n) are real and
not complex. It should be noted that the values of m,n are minimal and
thus the matrix acts like a high-pass filter. If n were to be set at 2, 7, 10 ,13,
19 respectively, then different values related to slower forced frequencies
would be found.

Table 6.3
Eigenvalues for the Higher-order ESf

Eigenvalue k = 7 k = 10 k = 13 k = 19
(1) -1.7448 -1.9506 -1.4773 -1.6390
(2) -.7661 -.4573 +.4536 +.6265
(3) +.5663 +.4114 -.3589 -.4952
(4) +.3580 +.2667 -.2449 -.1892
(5) -.2283 -.1775 +.2440 +.1627
(6) +.1290 +.0286 +.0016 -.0557

Tables 6.3 and 6.4 were computed using only the first 200 iterations of
Tribmodk. It is seen in Table 6.3 that the second through fifth eigenval-
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ues change sign as k increases. There is a reflection in the pattern of signs
between k = 10 and k = 13.

Table 6.4
Higher-order ESf matrices for the Tribmodk series

Values in italics lie within the 95% confidence intervals for random surro-
gates

For k = 7
-.2534 -.2598 -.2823 -.0627 -.0244
-.3170 -.6473 -.4080 +.3047
-.4117 -.4135 -.5552
-.2605 -.0313
-.2428 n: 4

For k = 10
+.0281 -.3663 -.3118 -.1989 -.2875
-.4510 -.5262 -.5393 -.1329
-.3087 -.4255 -.1308
-.5067 -.1954
-.3430 n: 4

For k = 13
-.3703 -.1928 -.3817 -.1260 -.0824
-.1799 -.3469 -.3520 -.0276

+.0662 -.1696 -.1210
-.5422 -.3138
-.3143 n: 4

For k = 19
-.3645 -.1545 +.0107 -.2939 -.4697
-.3226 -.3355 -.0869 -.3339
-.0167 -.1036 -.5846
-.4247 -.3677
-.1273 n: 2
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To show the pattern of the higher-order ESf values that generate the
eigenvalues for the system, the triangular b(m,n) matrices are set out in
Table 6.4. The n: values in Table 6.4 are the number of italicised values
out of 15 in that triangular matrix. There is some agreement between the
ESf values in Table 6.1 and these n: values in that the k = 19 data are
more different from the other three series; as k increases resemblance to a
simple strictly periodic or random series diminishes. The emergence of a
more complex wave form is also shown in the graphs.

Discussion

If a series is generated by a nonlinear process, then the set of statistics to
characterize it adequately has to be more than the sufficient statistics of a
linear process with Gaussian residuals. This is so even under stationarity
of the parameters generating the observed realization of the trajectory. The
simplest statistics, then, can only serve as an exploratory way of finding
signs of suspected non-stationarity by examining successive sub-series. If
there is no reason to expect a simple analytic representation of the under-
lying processes generating the trajectories then confidence limits on any of
the statistical indices, such as used here, can only be estimated by Monte
Carlo methods.

If series are short, as is deliberately the case here, and have many singu-
larities, then attempting a representation through Fourier analysis is very
cumbersome and, even with wavelets, would be potentially misleading3

Wavelets can handle Dirac δ functions when they arise within a reasonably
long process, but the singularities induced here with the mod jumps are of
a different form.

In Tables 6.1 and 6.2, the information provided by the slope merely
indicates that the process has no detectable shift in its mean over the
sampled series length. In that limited sense, it is stationary and might be
within the trajectory of a closed attractor. The ESf uses none of the in-

3 Kaiser writes, p. 61, of ”the tremendous inefficiency of ordinary Fourier analysis in deal-
ing with local behaviour” (Kaiser, 1994).
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formation in the mean and s.d. and is sensitive to differences which are
not sufficiently captured in the s.d. H has low values, which is usually
interpreted to mean that the process is antipersistent (Feder, 1988).

The difference in terminal values for S1 in Table 6.2 andmod10 in Table
6.1 is simply due to setting U1 = 1.01 as against U1 = 1.0. These values are
respectively

U198(S1) = 9.915, c.f. 9.893 [6.10.1]
U199(S1) = 1.879, c.f. 1.875 [6.10.2]
U200(S1) = 1.964, c.f. 1.960 [6.10.3]

which indicates that trajectories initially separated do not converge onto
the same values over the range explored. Nor, however, do they widely
diverge, which is compatible with the small positive Λ1 values.

The variations in Λ1 and in ESf over successive epochs are small
and may be due to computational approximations in the relevant algo-
rithms, but there is evidence from recurrence plots that some period of
non-stationarity does emerge within the longer series U1, ..., U510, and
the pattern of peaks in the autocorrelation spectra changes and becomes
more complicated with evolution. For the mod19 series, the autocorrela-
tion spectra and the recurrence plot become even more complicated and
qualitatively different from the lower modk series. This is reflected more
obviously in the ESf value, which becomes positive (this shift in sign has
been found previously in varying parameters in edge-of-chaos series), as
compared with the changes in the other statistics.

It is obvious from Table 6.1 thatESf is very sensitive to the choice of k,
but equally within one k value it may be insensitive to local second-order
changes in the evolution of the same trajectory, as seen from the twin val-
ues of−2.4128 in Table 6.2. This insensitivity can arise as a consequence of
the choice of the partitioning constant δ (See Appendix). The higher-order
ESf matrices can be used to compare the dynamics in successive short
concatenated subseries, particularly to explore for evidence of nonstation-
arity, as they can reveal subtle changes that are missed by the lower-order
parameters; this has been done for some EEG series (Gregson, 2001).
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The conventional way of comparing the series, as they are obviously
quasi-periodic, is to compute their Fourier Power Spectra, provided that
we bear in mind the warnings just given. For illustration, spectra for Trib-
modk k = 7 and 19, iterations 1-200, are shown; the extra secondary peaks
that emerge as k increases are apparent, as is a shift in the location and
power of a major peak in the middle range.

Figure 6.2: Graphs of Fourier Power Spectra
for Tribmodk k = 7 and 19

The computation of D,H and Λ1 over very short series is associated
with difficulties, even if only relative values are sought. There is, however,
some evidence that in such circumstances, with series appreciably shorter
than the 200 used here for illustration, that ESf can still be informative,
and can differentiate between stochastic and some nonlinear deterministic
trajectories (Gregson, 2000b). It is trivially simple, using ESf , to differen-
tiate between strictly periodic series and quasi-periodic ones, because for
strictly periodic series the successive differences eventually vanish. They
do not vanish for Tribmodk, which can have a somewhat curious distri-
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bution of ∆4(Un). Tribmodk is an example of a process which is strictly
stationary in its parameters but, if examined by calculating the range of
descriptive statistics now available for characterising non-linear dynam-
ics, will appear in the light of some to be non-stationary in its outcomes.
Such processes are not novel, the SETAR series created by Tong (1983) are
cases in point.

The reader might appreciate some hint as to how one might use the
Tribmodk family and its associated statisticsm, k in experimental psychol-
ogy. Perhaps the simplest way is to use a series extrapolation task, where
the theory is used to generate a stimulus display over time and then the
subject is asked to continue the series for another large number of trials4.
This has been done by various authors with the logistic or Hénon func-
tions (Neuringer & Voss, 1993; Smithson, 1997; Ward & West, 1998; Heath,
2002), and comparisons made between the recurrence plots of theoretical
and response time series. Recurrence plots are not helpful for short series,
because of their sparsity, but other statistics such as ESf can be used for
comparisons of theoretical and response series, even when the series are
replete with singularities.

There are deep relations between the chaotic dynamics of complex cu-
bic maps on the unit interval, their attractors and the Fibonacci series, and
the Schwarzian derivative, that have been explored by Milnor and his co-
workers (Lyubich, 1993). This suggests that, in terms of topology, there
are a number of unanswered questions about the series used here. It is
an open question whether Tribmodk should be called chaotic, in the strict
sense used to describe a strange attractor, despite the positive value of its
estimated largest Lyapunov exponent. It is a closed trajectory on an in-
variant manifold and, with increases in the one parameter k, it becomes
more complicated, but not in the period-doubling sequence of, say, the
Ruelle-Takens series. It is, perhaps, preferable to call it simply nonlinear
deterministic and stable. Other such series with local memory have been
also described (Morariu, Coza, Chis, Isvoran & Morariu, 2001) in com-

4 This type of experiment has also found use in clinical diagnosis (Helmuth, Mayr & Daum,
2000) with some simplification.
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paring and contrasting human with theoretical memory processes. There
are yet other ways of creating chaotic sequences by considering quadratic
maps with no real zeroes. The main result is that rational initial conditions
produce finite or infinite periodic sequences, whereas irrational ones yield
infinite but not periodic sequences (Carvalho, 2002, p. 31).

Classical ARMA analyses

It can be informative to see what linear ARMA(p.q) representations of the
Tribonacci series look like. The solutions are limited to models with p 6>
5, q 6> 5. We note that the order of fitted q increases with k, but the values
of the p terms change irregularly.

————————————————-
Table 6.5: ARMA parameters for the four Tribonacci series

parameter Trib07 Trib10 Trib13 Trib19
AR1 -.2203 .3214 .1125 .1049
AR2 .2169 -.3448 -.2658 .0674
AR3 .1025 .6165 .1415 -.1006
AR4 .2961 -.1432 .4127 .0387
AR5 .6046 .5498 .5986 .8857

MA1 -.0067 -.5429 .2484 -.1373
MA2 -.6222 -.1241 .0752 -.1031
MA3 -.2929 -.5964 -.1545 .1808
MA4 .3003 -.2238 .2368
MA5 -.8825 -.9437

-2logΛ .7181 .9168 .9675 1.1976

All the -2logΛ terms in both Tables 6.5 and 6.6 are to be read as × E+03.
————————————————-

The point of this analysis is to show that, if we have a purely deter-
ministic process, which is, if we know its generating function, perfectly
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predictable, and we instead assume falsely that it is purely stochastic and
stationary, then an ARMA model is computationally derivable. But this
model tells us nothing about exactly how the process evolves; it is descrip-
tive and not functional. It discriminates between the forms of Tribmodk if
k is increased, but does so in a way that is much too complicated compared
with the generating function. It thus violates Occam’s Razor.

Paradoxically, this ARMA analysis could have some use, though it
furnishes no real insights. If Tribmodk is used as the seed process in a
serial extrapolation experiment and the subject is in fact capable of ex-
trapolating within some tolerance bound, ε, then the ARMA model of
the subject’s extrapolation should resemble an appropriate minimum or-
der ARMA(p,d,q), and that should also be a good fit to the ARMA(p,k,q)
model of the generating seed series. We note that it is highly implausible
that the strategy used by a human observer would be isomorphic with an
ARMA model with 8 to 10 terms in a linear expression, as shown in Table
5. The brain does not store information that way.

Differencing at lag k, as shown in Table 6.6, does not make much
change to the overall goodness of fit index -2logΛ, but the structure of the
ARMA models does change, and the differences between Tribmod13 and
Tribmod19 are apparent, particularly the collapse of the order of the MA
terms. It is worth re-emphasising that these induced complicated patterns
are all the consequence of changing just one real positive scalar parameter
in Tribmodk.

ApEn modelling

Pincus, in a series of analyses (see, for example, Pincus, 1991, Pincus and
Singer, 1998), has shown that a measure of approximate entropy (ApEn),
which can be applied to relatively shorter time series, will qualitatively
distinguish between some stationary processes, where other measures
such as LLE or D2 are not reliably computable. It can be shown from a
variety of cases that ApEn is not monotonic on ESf, and that ESf can dis-
tinguish between some pairs of series, including the Tribmodk series used
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Table 6.6: ARMA parameters with differencing at level k

Parameter Trib07 Trib10 Trib13 Trib19
AR1 .1283 .4038 .5632 -.5944
AR2 -.0799 -.2599 -.4054 -1.4286
AR3 -.6251 -.0374 .3901 -.9088
AR4 .5806 -.7429 -.8611 -.7501
AR5 .6015 -.6007

MA1 -.2608 -.6675 -1.0313 .3037
MA2 -.7149 -.1765 -.2128 .9979
MA3 .6554 .0764 -.0215
MA4 -.2574 .6673 1.2268
MA5 -.4073 -.8079 -.7046

-2logΛ .7395 .9384 .8470 1.1267

————————————————-

here, rather better than ApEn. The two measures do not use the same data
properties.

The estimated ApEn values, using m = 2, r = .20 (the parameters of
choice in ApEn), for the Tribmodk series are, in order of increasing k,

.5133, .5625, .5143, .5117

These values should be compared with the ESf values in the last row of
Table 6.1.

Modified Tribonacci series with one control parameter k are strictly
deterministic. If k is replaced only when it serves as a divisor by a random
variable θ, where 1 ≤ θ ≤ k, then the process becomes different in its
evolution, but is still bounded and edge-of-chaos. Numerical comparisons
of solutions to the ESf and ARMA modelling of the series are provided;
the effects of introducing stochastic noise appear to be irregular and to be
diminished as k is increased.
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There have been a number of studies concerned with the identification
and analysis of processes that are reasonably believed to be a mixture of
nonlinear dynamics and random noise. Such processes may be treated as
a mix of low dimensionality dynamics and high dimensionality stochastic
background, or as nonlinear dynamics masked by stochastic noise of in-
determinate structure. The degree of masking is critical for identification
of the deterministic components. In short data samples, it may be impos-
sible to disentangle signal from noise if we regard the nonlinear dynamics
as generating the true signal. Misidentification of dynamics thus arises if
one uses methods that presuppose the presence of, and only of, stochastic
dynamics. At the same time, biological processes are considered to be con-
taminated ubiquitously with noise, or even require for their viable plastic-
ity the presence of random components (Schaffer, Ellner & Kot, 1986).

The Tribmodk series could be interpreted as a model of some cognitive
process. In fact, if it is used as a stimulus generator for serial extrapolation
tasks, then, if the subject does extrapolate most of the properties of the
series whose local evolution has been presented, it can be thought of as
evidence that the brain can perform the operations intrinsic to Tribmodk.

Tribmodk is built on three deterministic operations: (i) storage of a few
numerical values in short-term memory, (ii) addition, and (iii) rescaling by
something like shifting a decimal point or division by an integer. These are
all simple operations that are used in AI neural networks and thought to
be performed in real neurophysiological connected structures (Oprisan &
Canavier, 2001). It is important to note, from inspection of the graphs in
the previous study, that Tribmodk depends on its starting values for a few
terms and then runs onto an attractor.

The parameter k in fact performs two distinct roles: a time marker,
which has been called a modulus but which triggers the action of the divi-
sor, and the divisor itself. Let us relabel these kt and kd respectively, in ef-
fect increasing the number of free parameters in the model by one. Now let
us replace kd by θd, where 1 ≤ θd ≤ k and θd ∼ rect((k+1)/2, .289(k− 1)),
where rect is a random i.i.d. distribution on the interval. In doing this, a
mixed deterministic-stochastic process has been created. As each of kt and
kd could be replaced by a bounded random variable, there are four possi-
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ble Tribmod models; deterministic ktkd, mixed ktθd, θtkd, and stochastic
θtθd. The purpose of this part is to compare the properties of Tribmodk
and Trbmodktθd.

A secondary modification is to admit the range of θ not over 1 ≤ θ ≤ k
but only over k ± 1, which is illustrated in some of the figures. Obviously,
this is less disruptive of the dynamics.

ESf Analyses

The ESf analyses are computed in the same was as for the deterministic
series; there is a complication in that any realization of the series now is
not an exact replication of any other with the same seeds x1, x2, x3 and k,
so there is variance in the evolution of the source trajectory as well as in
the surrogate randomizations.

In Table 6.7 it appears that, for k = 13, the process is more consistent
with being random. In all the other three series it is nearer to chaotic than
random, (as ESf is more positive, as shown in Gregson 2002) but the dif-
ference (-.539 versus -.549) for k = 19 is very slight.

————————————————-
Table 6.7: ESf and surrogate c.i. for the four Tribmodkθ series

surrogate: 95% c.i. 95% c.i.
bounds: lower upper

k ESf
7 -.2832 -.450 -.418

10 -.4801 -.616 -.588
13 -.6736 -.675 -.619
19 -.5390 –.583 -.549

δ = .03 in all cases.
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The interplay of k and θ on the emergent dynamics is obviously not
simple.

The higher-order ESf analyses may also be compared with the previous
results and are tabulated in the same fashion.

The magnitudes and signs of the Eigenvalues are changed and rela-
tively diminished. There is a suggestion that the patterns converge as k
increases and the effect of the presence of a random component is less-
ened.

————————————————-
Table 6.8: Eigenvalues for ESf[b(m,n)]

Eigenvalue k=7 k=10 k=13 k=19
(1) -.6165 -1.4637 -1.1527 -1.1440
(2) -.4709 +.2256 +.4969 +.3358
(3) +.2772 -.2219 -.3054 -.2443
(4) +.1827 +.1590 -.2035 +.1009
(5) +.0952 -.1124 +.0706 -.0954
(6) +.0078 -.0368 -.0243 -.0420

————————————————-

It can be seen by comparing n: values in Table 6.4 of the Tribmodk
analysis with Table 6.9 that the effect of introducing stochastic variation θd
is not to increase the higher-order random structure but, as kt increases,
slightly to diminish its randomness.

Classical ARMA analyses

The tables in this part of the note should be compared with the corre-
sponding tables 6.5 and 6.6 previously considered for long memory only,
for the four k values and for undifferenced and differenced ARMA mod-
els. The same constraint is used, that only models of ARMA(p,q) with
p 6> 5, q 6> 5 are computed to find a best fit within those limits.
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Table 6.9: Triangular ESf[b(m,n)] matrices for Trinmodkθ
Italicised values lie within the random surrogate 95% c.i. bounds

For k=7
-.1310 -.1994 -.1358 .0445 -.1109
.0367 -.1878 -.2196 -.0910

-.1527 .2472 -.1457
.0405 n: 4

For k=10
-.3367 -.1850 -.3339 -.1348 -.2787
-.2045 -.2485 -.2570 -.1996
-.4252 -.2512 -.1097
-.2282 -.2186
-.2134 n: 5

For k=13
.0031 -.2150 -1953 -.3185 -.3603

-.3413 -.2327 -.2872 -.2872 -.3015
.0804 -.1082 -.0822

-.1800 -.0863
-.1711 n: 2

For k=19
-.2785 -.2097 -.2237 -.1317 -.1390
-.1622 -.2608 -.1640 .0199
-.5257 -.1423 -.0928
-.1280 -.2975
-.0866 n: 2
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Table 6.10: ARMA parameters for the four Tribonacci series

parameter Trbrn07 Trbrn10 Trbrn13 Trbrn19
AR1 .6992 .4719 .4359 -.2965
AR2 -.9970 -.5315 -.4208
AR3 .5307 -.4535
AR4 -.6697 -.3889
AR5 .2052 .4549

MA1 -.5126 -.8233 -.5541 .0375
MA2 .1195 .7459 -.3750 .0039
MA3 .3158 -.2045 -.6385 .0574
MA4 -.1849 -.4181 .9332 .1645
MA5 .2753 -.8433

-2logΛ 1.0339 .8869 .9042 1.1638
LLE +.0915 +.1703 +.1660 +.0980

All the -2logΛ terms in both Tables 6.10 and 6.11 are to be read as × E+03.

When the differenced series are compared, kd fixed versus ktθd, it is
found that, as k increases to 19, the differences in the ARMA estimated
structure become relatively quite small. It appears that the deterministic
part of the process begins to dominate the effects of randomization of the
divisor θ. The differenced series are curious in their form and can be more
irregular and less apparently periodic than the undifferenced series.

The remainder of these Tribmodk and Tribmodkθ comparison Figures
6.11 through 6.25, concerned with recurrence plots, and with some delay
plots are given at the end of the chapter. Note that in Figures 6.24 and
6.25 another form of Tribmodkθ has been added in which the noise in the
divisor θ is kept in the narrow range k ± 1. The variance of the noise dis-
tribution is a critical parameter in determining if the nonlinear dynamics
are preserved or masked. Obviously a range of cases between this narrow
rectangular p.d.f. and the wide one (1, ..., k) can be created and explored.
If the task is to discriminate between series, each already known to be of
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Table 6.11: ARMA parameters with differencing at level k

parameter Trbrn07 Trbrn10 Trbrn13 Trbrn19
AR1 .1738 1.7685 -.2762 -.5641
AR2 -.0688 -.9417 -.0947 -1.3903
AR3 -.5756 .1333 -.8412
AR4 .5559 -.5687 -.7107
AR5 -.6851 -.5675

MA1 -.3206 -2.0710 .0448 .2976
MA2 -.7266 1.5726 -.6052 .9995
MA3 .6417 -.3288 -.6367
MA4 -.0946 .7369
MA5 -.4999 .5236

-2logΛ .7399 1.0603 .8688 1.1270

The following series of graphs summarise pictorially the qualita-
tive features which vary with the choice of the parameter k. In
these cases, k is a selective filter and, to match real data prop-
erties and exploration over the whole field of k and θ, solu-
tions would be needed. The same selected values of k have been
used, prime numbers were chosen to block factorization effects.

————————————————-

the Tribmodk family, with k as the variable, it may be regarded as as esti-
mation problem and not an identification problem.

Discussion

As remarked, this part of the study arose out of reconsideration of experi-
ments in which it was asked if subjects could serially extrapolate a chaotic
trajectory. The answer appears to be that they could not strictly do that, but
that they could do something which preserved some qualitative features,
such as quasi-periodicity or anti-persistence, as quantified by the Hurst in-
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Figure 6.3: Tribmodkθ 07 series, 1,200

Figure 6.4: Tribmodkθ 07 differenced at 07 series
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Figure 6.5: Tribmodkθ k=10 series, 1,200

Figure 6.6: Tribmodkθ k=10 series, differenced at 10
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Figure 6.7: Tribmodkθ k=13 series, 1,200

Figure 6.8: Tribmodkθ k=13 series, differenced at 13
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Figure 6.9: Tribmodkθ k=19 series, 1,200

Figure 6.10: Tribmodkθ k=19 series, differenced at 19
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dex. It is easier to extrapolate locally from a chaotic series generated from
the logistic map than from a random series.

The Tribmodkθ series created here might be thought of as a nonlineary
dynamic repeatedly disrupted by transients; in this sense it has some eco-
logical validity. That argument has been appealed to by Gregson (1995)
in the context of nonlinear psychophysics but using the Γ recursion. The
point being made here is that using the logistic attractor after reaching sta-
bility on the invariant manifold is an extreme form of stability. Even so,
trajectories from stationary nonlinear dynamics can have subseries which
are qualitatively identifiably different from the rest of the series (Warren,
Bashford, Colley & Brubaker, 2001); if these are what are presented as the
stimulus series the results could hardly be the same as from some other
subseries from the same trajectory, though the subseries themselves may
be identifiable by the observer.

Four studies that have focussed on the serial extrapolation problem
are by Neuringer and Voss (1993), Metzger (1994), Smithson (1997) and
Ward and West (1998). These all used the logistic function with the gain
constant set near 4 to produce a trajectory that was stable. Heath (2002),
however, used a Hénon attractor to generate a discretized trajectory. The
details about what subjects were asked to do, in terms of length of stim-
ulus series, length of extrapolation, comparison with random series, and
feedback provided or withheld, differ between studies. Heath importantly
showed that some subjects could discriminate (in terms of very local serial
extrapolation) a chaotic series from one with the same spectral density that
was not chaotic. The mode of response and the precision of responses re-
quired also varied. The analysis of results was in some cases presented as
the lag-one plot xi 7→ x(i+1), which takes a very simple form for the logis-
tic function. Metzger showed that if precision of response is relaxed then a
simple rule, that can be learnt from inspection of the stimulus series, will
approximate the lag-one delay plot. No such simple rule does generally
exist, and in some of the Tribmodk and Tribmodkθ examples used here it
is not in such a tidy form. In short, the logistic function is not a valid basis
for making assertions about chaotic trajectories in general.

But Metzger’s demonstration raises another important point; she
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showed that the delay plot is roughly approximated if the observer uses
a small, and thus finite, set of rules of the form ”if j occurs then follow it
by k”. This gives a series of lumps which lie roughly on the continuous
curve of the logistic delay plot, a parabola for the gain parameter value
selected. But such a set of rules are the cells of a transition probability ma-
trix; if that matrix is ergodic and complete, and the mapping is from t to
t+ 1, so no diagonal cells are absorbing states, then it may generate quasi-
periodic cycles. In short, it resembles a Markov process and it may be anti-
persistent. It is thus not incompatible with Smithson’s later analysis. The
question is, as originally put in these series extrapolation tasks, can the ex-
trapolation from a chaotic trajectory be itself chaotic? The answer, if sub-
jects are doing what Metzger identified, is no, because (Martelli, 1992, p.
206) ”the conditions which qualify a system as chaotic require the presence
of aperiodic orbits, but are not met by any dynamical system governed by
a q × q matrix M .” To explore this point further here we need Markovian
approximations to the Tribmodkθ series, for an arbitrary number of states
q. These and the terminal state vectors at ∞ are shown in the table, all
assuming an equiprobable starting (rectangular) vector. The assumption
is that five states are sufficient to represent the upper limit on memory
storage that a subject would use to construct rough transition rules. The
patterns suggest that Tribmod19θ would defeat a subject attempting ex-
trapolation on that basis.

Human Predictive Capacities

As noted, a number of studies have addressed the question as to whether
the human subject can serially extrapolate a series that is either random
or chaotic and not, therefore, strictly periodic or stationary. We know that
observers have difficulty in recognizing what is a random sequence and
attribute to local features evidence of non-randomness that is not statisti-
cally valid. But recognition and production of series require different abil-
ities that are not tightly coupled: I can tell often that music is by Mozart
and not by Brahms, but I can play neither.
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Table 6.12: Markovian representation with 5 states
Transition probability matrices for Tribmodkθ series

d1 d2 d3 d4 d5 ∞
Tribmod07θ

.82 .15 .02 .01 .00 .736

.59 .28 .10 .00 .03 .190

.33 .25 .33 .00 .08 .059

.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .005

.00 .50 .50 .00 .00 .010
Tribmod10θ

.55 .24 .21 .01 .00 .558

.54 .24 .14 .04 .04 .246

.62 .29 .09 .00 .00 .171

.67 .33 .00 .00 .00 .015

.50 .00 .50 .00 .00 .010
Tribmod13θ

.47 .15 .20 .15 .04 .488

.46 .22 .12 .17 .02 .201

.58 .29 .06 .06 .00 .156

.46 .31 .15 .08 .00 .131

.60 .00 .20 .20 .00 .024
Tribmod19θ

.65 .00 .00 .15 .20 .563

.76 .24 .00 .00 .00 .143

.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .035

.32 .60 .08 .00 .00 .122

.37 .00 .19 .26 .19 .137
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There is a little-known historical precursor to such experiments, in
which Whitfield (1950)5 asked subjects to respond to an imaginary ques-
tionnaire, to which only their responses were recorded; the questions were
private inventions of the subject and not revealed. He found that the statis-
tical structure of their response sequences, made in yes-no or rating scale
fashion, changed with the length of the questionnaire. In modern parlance,
they moved onto an attractor over time. The important thing about this ne-
glected study is that there was nowhere any mention of randomness, but
the subjects were free to run onto an attractor of their own devising and
did so. The results showed that the series were autocorrelated, to some
degree, and unbalanced in terms of the proportion of ’yes’ and ’no’ re-
sponses to an imaginary questionnaire which only allowed for binary re-
sponses. There were also warm-up effects. These features match what is
reported in random series production experiments; it suggests that calling
a series random may be irrelevant, but that the human respondent does
involuntarily converge onto a noisy attractor. Call that attractor Q, and its
trajectories on its manifold the set {t(Q)}.

Serial extrapolation without feedback has some common features with
the imaginary questionnaire, what subjects do after they have only their
memory to rely on for extrapolating a quasi-periodic series, (largest Lya-
punov exponent positive and exponentially decaying local predictability)
is to move to an attractor with intrinsic instability. Even for extrapolating
the simplest sinusoid, as in motor skills, there will be second-order de-
partures from a limit cycle and response sequences that locally return to
the deterministic trajectory, such as overshooting or delays. Such patterns
have been studied from the standpoint of ODEs of oscillations (Hale, 1963;
Hoppensteadt, 1979).

If the stimulus series is presented continuously in parallel with the re-
sponse series, then it may take on the role of a forcing function, not nec-
essarily at a conscious level. This requires a different method of analysis
(Gregson and& Leahan, 2003).

Suppose that the original stimulus series is generated by a determinis-

5 This work was done at University College, London, at the time I was a student.
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tic attractor A and that the subject has in her own response repertoire A∗
where A∗ has two properties, it is contaminated with stochastic noise and
it is in some sense near to A. In fact, what we can only observe as subject,
but not as experimenter, are trajectory samples, τ(A) and τ(A∗).

Various questions then arise: if, instead of A, we present A∗, does this
make the serial extrapolation task easier or harder? To put it another way,
if the subject already has both B∗ and A∗, does the presence of A∗ make it
easier to avoid using a mismatch B∗? What constitutes a match or mis-
match for the task is in terms of trajectories τ(A) ' τ(B∗), not direct
matching, though some attempts have been made subsequently to match
by Poincaré diagrams. It is assumed that a subject can not produce a purely
deterministic nonlinear trajectory by making motor or verbal responses
and it is doubtful if a linear process can be produced without some error
tolerance.

The family Tribmodk with variable k produces trajectories that do not
simply resemble one another; from comparing some samples the subject
cannot readily see that only one parameter is involved in generating the
diversity of patterns, re-exploration of a family of perceptually similar pat-
terns is not necessarily an optimum search strategy to find a valid serial
extrapolation sequence. If only a family {B∗} exists, then the subject seeks
within that family to find a close match to the presented A∗ by varying
some parameters in a subset of {B∗}. As soon as noise is admitted, the
distinction is between ∃A ∩ B which may not be a condition that could be
satisfied, and ∃A∗∩B∗ butA∩B = ∅which can be satisfied rather trivially
if there is no upper bound on the noise variance.

There is yet another way of conceptualising the conflict between two
trajectories: as an invasion by the stimulus attractor of the attractors al-
ready dynamically resident within the observer. By an analogy with eco-
logical models (Geritz, Gyllenberg, Jacobs & Parvinen, 2002), the stimulus
series is a mutant invasion, which may be absorbed, continue in parallel,
or overtake the system. Such replacement of the initial dynamics is im-
plausible in the context of the serial extrapolation experiments, they are
not like learning to play a Beethoven sonata that is long, complicated and
remembered.
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What subjects can actually do with simpler oscillating series as a track-
ing rather than an extrapolation task has been surveyed by Large and
Jones (1999). If the subject has alternative choices of series to employ, then
it becomes a sort of discrimination task for quasi-periodic series; Mein-
hardt (2002, p. 143) observes in an analogous context that ”discrimination
learning can be understood as a higher level process of gradual refinement
of code selection out of a rich code base provided by lower level stages”.
The problem is that no lower level stage may lead by revision to an attrac-
tor that is synonymous in some sense with a chaotic trajectory.

There have been numerous attempts in statistical and physical the-
ory to identify the dynamics of nonstationary time series for example,
by Machens (2002) in physics and Fuentes (2002) in spatial processes but
these are useless for the short series of psychological data, though sugges-
tively they may employ information measures, or interesting convolutions
of stationary processes that become nonstationary in the long run.

In formal terms, the problem and some of the observable results for
Tribmodkθ, θ ∼ rect[k ± 1] here are related to the theory of stability under
periodic disturbances (Hoppensteadt, 2000, p.106); under some conditions
the trajectories of the perturbed system lie sufficiently close to those of the
unperturbed system. The examination of the recurrence and delay plots
gives some qualitative idea of what noisy disturbances are tolerable in the
stimulus series.

It is known, from analyses of the more standard nonlinear attractor dy-
namics (Logistic, Henon, etc) that a small introduction of stochastic noise
does not perturb the closure of limit cycles, but a larger noise level will
eventually destroy the attractor structure (Kapitaniak, 1990). A determin-
istic trajectory is replaced by a noisy orbit, which is what we have done
here with Tribmodk. But if the noise is slight, the largest Lyapunov expo-
nent remains positive and its fluctuations are smoothed out. The separa-
tion of trajectories in chaotic dynamics (associated with the positive LLE)
is accompanied by noise which is well-known in diffusive processes. In
this context, compare the 2D delay plots from Tribmodk and Tribmodkθ
with θ ∼ rect[k ± 1], and with Tribmodkθ 1 ≤ θ ≤ k. The narrow band
noise appears to clarify the delay plot structure, the wide band noise de-
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stroys it.
There are yet more difficulties, in that if we did have a long enough

response series to evaluate its properties it could not with certainty be
concluded that it was chaotic, even if the original stimulus series was it-
self chaotic and the two appeared to match. Hoppensteadt (op cit., p. 200)
notes that some functions of a slow almost periodic form can be indis-
tinguishable from chaotic series in practice, say chaotic series that have a
power spectrum supported by an interval of frequencies. So comparing
the stimulus series and the extrapolating response series by comparison
of Fourier spectra may be an inappropriate test.

The psychological question that remains is what, if anything, in human
performance resembles the mixed deterministic-stochastic evolutions syn-
thetically generated here when cognitive tasks are repetitively performed?
If serial extrapolation is induced from a mixed system and mixed systems
are characteristic of human performance, then the problem is to measure
the disparity (or match) in the dynamic structure of two mixed systems
and to find measures of nearness of the two systems from relatively short
time series. The approach illustrated here creates reference patterns from
Tribmodk and Tribmodktθd and would then require that data from real
human extrapolative behaviour was analysed in exactly the same way.
There is no known single sufficient statistic to characterise the evolution of
mixed nonstationary processes and no reason to think that one would ex-
ist, though attempts have been made to devise such a measure on a struc-
tural equation which has mixed dynamics (Kauffman & Sabelli, 1998).

Conclusions

In the serial extrapolation task there are a number of different mechanisms
involved:

(1) The local trajectory from a known but — to the subject — unspecified
attractor A,
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(2) Some attractor B∗ (or one of a set of such attractors between which
switching might spontaneously occur) in the subject that is per-
turbed from its manifold by transients from other attractors,

(3) The storage of A as A∗ in short-term memory,

(4) a modification or replacement of B∗ by A∗ where these two share lo-
cally some coarse trajectory properties, as a sort of learning. It is this
stage where something like a Markovian process may be substituted

(5) a drift back to the reinstatement of B∗ as the resting state of the ob-
server’s system dynamics.

It is (4) that presents problems, for various empirical and mathematical
reasons (Buescu, 1997; Wiggins, 1992; Hoppensteadt, 2000). The operation
of one attractor on another can be induced by a forcing function, by a tran-
sition over a heteroclinic orbit, or by more exotic processes that are not
demonstrable except in simulations with very long running times6. There
is no way with short data series that resolution of these ambiguities can be
solved. The few properties of the observed time series that have been used
to match the stimulus and extrapolation response series are not specifi-
cally characteristic of nonlinear dynamics, and indices that might be of
use, such as LLLE, are not computable on short series, indices such as ESf
that are computable are not fixed scalars for most nonlinear evolutions,
even under stationarity in the sense of being on an invariant manifold.

Note

The employment and meaning of the Schwarzian derivative (Schwarz,
1868) in nonlinear psychophysics was noted previously (Gregson, 1988,
p. 27). It measures a property sometimes called ”expansiveness”. In one

6 Concepts such as riddled basins or distinctions between different forms of attractor have
found no use in attempts so far to apply chaos theory to psychological processes, as distinct
from physiological or ecological modelling.
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dimension, it is a natural measure of non-projectivity of a transformation
f (Sullivan, 1983, p. 727).

There are fundamental differences between the information in a fre-
quency analysis and that in the ESf representation7. The frequency do-
main representation, by Fourier’s theorem, linearly partitions the series
into parts of an infinite sum

f(x) :=
∞∑
i=1

F (αi, πi, θi) [6.11]

where α is amplitude, π is periodicity of a sinusoidal component F , and
θ is phase. The series is truncated to sufficient terms to give an approx-
imation when the data series is of finite length. The α information is re-
moved by [6.1], the phase θ is not considered at all and the periodicity π
is effectively partitioned into slow and fast components so that the infor-
mation in the fast components dominates the construction of Tribmodk.
The slow dynamics function as a carrier and, if they are sinusoidal, then
their second and later absolute differences vanish and for the slow parts
ESf → 0. The representation of nonlinear trajectories as being a conse-
quence of slow/fast psychological dynamics has been found informative.
It is also noteworthy that approximate entropy measures, such as ESf ,
have found significant diagnostic use for dealing with local transients
in EEG records in anaesthesiology (Bruhn, Ropcke, Rehberg, Bouillion &
Hoeft, 2000).

7 The shift from derivatives of a continuous function to discontinuous sequences is not
innovative; see Chalice (2001) on the analogues of differentiation in discrete sequences
and Sandefur (1990) for applications in dynamics
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Figures 6.11 and 6.12: Recurrence plots for Tribmod 07 and Tribmod 07θ

The effect of θ randomization is to destroy the broken 7 periodicity. Note
the initial unstable period before the process runs onto an attractor on the
invariant manifold.
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Figures 6.13 and 6.14: Recurrence plots for Tribmod 10 and Tribmod 10θ

There is a suggestion of non-stationarity here, but otherwise it is not inter-
esting. Perhaps this is because here k is not a prime number.
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Figures 6.15 and 6.16: Recurrence plots for Tribmodk 13 and Tribmod 13θ

This is perhaps the most curious pattern emerging in the dynamics. The
process jumps between three phases, two of which are strongly periodic,
suggesting two or more attractors.
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Figures 6.17 and 6.18: Recurrence plots for Tribmod 19 and Tribmod 19θ

The effect of θ randomization is to destroy both the broken and the contin-
uous 19 periodicity. The initial period of instability is much shorter here.
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Figure 6.19: Recurrence plot with narrow noise on k, k = 7 and 10

Figure 6.20: Recurrence plot with narrow noise on k, k = 7 and 10
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Figure 6.21: Recurrence plot with narrow noise on k, k = 13 and 19

Figure 6.22: Recurrence plot with narrow noise on k, k = 13 and 19
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Figure 6.23: 2-d Delay plot for Tribmodk

Figure 6.24: 2-d Delay plot for Tribmodkθ, k=13
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Figure 6.25: 2-d Delay plot for Tribmodkθ, θ ∼ rect[k ± 1]

Postscript on the Figures

The marked diversity of the recurrence and delay plots induced by small
changes in the parameters is not unique to the Tribonacci series and can be
illuminated by recent discussions of the problem of defining exactly what
chaotic means. The most-frequently quoted definitions or empirical tests
for the presence of chaos include sensitivity to initial conditions and pos-
itivity of the largest Lyapunov exponent, though neither are strictly nec-
essary. Sobottka and de Oliveira (2006) draw a distinction between peri-
odicity and eventual periodicity, trajectories that begin aperiodicially and
only after evolution become observably periodic are a property of chaotic
dynamics, so recurrence plots that appear random in early iterations and
then periodic are to be expected.
Another feature that Yao, Yu, Essex and Davison (2006) consider funda-
mental and a definitional property is mode competition, chaotic attractors
create at least two internal and competing modes. These may be revealed
in a frequency analysis, and in unusual patterns in delay plots.




